Sponsor an Issue

Sponsorships—an ideal way to reach thousands of Christian camp and conference leaders—are available in three sections of the newsletter: top, middle and bottom.

For Business Members Sponsorship:

- **Top placement** – is $399 for any one issue and $339 for multiple issues reserved in advance (multiple sponsorship placement need not be successive issues).
- **Middle placement** – is $359 for any one issue or $299 for multiple issues reserved in advance.
- **Bottom placement** – is $319 for any one issue or $259 for multiple issues reserved in advance.

For Non-Business Member Sponsorship

- **Top placement** – is $499 for any one issue and $439 for multiple issues reserved in advance (multiple sponsorship placement need not be successive issues).
- **Middle placement** – is $459 for any one issue or $399 for multiple issues reserved in advance.
- **Bottom placement** – is $419 for any one issue or $359 for multiple issues reserved in advance.

*Multiples need not be successive dates, but all must be placed within 12 months of the first issue sponsored.

To sponsor a future Flint & Steel, email your desired issue date(s) to bbailon@ccca.org; call (888) 922-2287, ext. 121; or fax to “Business Relations” at (719) 260-6398.

Submit your sponsorship copy via email (up to 850 total characters and spaces), which should include any special offers or announcements, plus your company logo (if desired; GIF format 200 x 200 pixels min. dimensions), phone, fax, website and email address. The sponsorship/copy image deadline is the Wednesday before the first or third Tuesday in any given month.

CCCA is a nonprofit organization committed to furthering Christian camping. CCCA provides limited space for advertising opportunities, services and products to advance the cause of Christian camping. CCCA is not responsible for the claims made by its advertisers and reserves the right to select or reject any advertising, in the sole discretion of CCCA, for any or no reason.